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0.0 PRELIMINARIES

0.i Scope of These Manuals

The present set of manuals, volumes 1-3, is meant to

describe the Railyard Noise Exposure Model (RYNEM) in some

detail. In the following, a brief description of each

volume and its intended audience is presented.

I
r

i Volume i: General Description of the Model

[ This volume presents an overview of the model. The
]

basic philosophy of the model is discussed and the relevant

equations used in the computations are presented. This

volume is written for those who need to know what the model

is like. It does not go into detail of how each computation

b'__ is done in the program, nor does it teach the user how to

run the model. It presuppOSeS some familiarity with the EPA
l

I noise terminology, as is covered by the "EPA Levels" docu-

ment [i]. The reader is advised to peruse the Railroad
{

[. Background document [2] for other terminology used without

explanation.

!.

s Volume 2: User Manual

!

i This volume presents a cookbook approach to the exeou--_ tion of the model. Its intended audience is those who will

exercise the model. It assumes familiarity with volume l,

__. i.e., the user knows the quantities he inputs, and he knows

the quantities printed out. For obvious reasons, the

I explanations incorporated in volume 1 are not repeated.

While it does not presume expertise with the EPA IBM computer

.i system, it does assume the user can follow the instructions



presented in this volume to the letter. This point cannot

be emphasized often enough. Contrary to popular opinion, a

computer cannot think. It can only carry out the instructions

given it exactly. As far as is known, the present program

is bug-free. If an error occurs, the source most likely is

in the input data or the Job card.) Though the manual

I presents a short description of relevant commands in the

appendix, the user is reminded that EPA changes its computer

systems every so often, so that the instructions presented

may be obsolete. The user is strongly sdvised to obtain a

copy of the latest computer user guide and learn the necessary

commands to make runs.

Volume 3: Programmer Manual

This volume describes all the nuts and bolts in the

_'h program code. It is not meant to teach the reader how to

run the program. That is the job of volume 2. It assumes

the reader has digested the contents of volume i. No

attempt has been provided to educate the reader as to

what Ldn or LWP is. The intended audience is the programmer

who needs to maintain the program and make changes in the

code. A strong knowledge of standard IBM FORTRAN IV lan-

guage is assumed.

. The correct sequence of reading for a rank novice with
no knowledge whatsoever of the EPA noise model methodology

Ik is as follows:

i. EPA Levels document - in which the terminology isintroduced.

2. Railroad Background document - which describes
I what a railyard is, the noise sources inside,
-" etc,

I

I
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_'_ 3. Volume 1 - what the model attempts to do.

4. Vslume 2 - how to make the program grind out numbers.

5. Volume 3 - hsw the code achieves the aims of volume i.

I

Volumes 2 and 3 are not necessary for the person who

i only wants to understand what RY_EM is about. Volume 2 is

not necessary for the person who only wants t_ exercise the

model. For the programmer who maintains the code and to

whom job failures will be reported, an intimate knowledge of

all three volumes is necessary.

References

[i] Information on Levels of Environmental Noise Requisite
to Protect Public Health and welfare with an Adequate
Margin of Safety, 550/9-74-004, U.s. SPA, Washington, D.C.,

'_ March 1974.
_w

[2] Background Document for Proposed Revision to Rail
Carrier Noise Emissions Regulation, 550/9-78-207,
U.S. SPA, Washington, D.C., February 1979.
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0.2 General Introduction to the Model

The Railyard Noise Exposure Model (RYNEM) is a computer

program designed to quantify the health/welfare impact due

to railyard-generated noise on the general population. In

this model, a railyard contains two causes of noise sources:

stationary and moving. Some examples of stationary sources

are master retarders (MR), inert retarders (IR), crane
m

trucks (CT), goat trucks (GT), idling locomotives (IL),

refrigerator cars (RC) and load tests (LT). Moving sources

consist of switch engines (SE) and inbound (IB) and outbound

(OB) trains. Each of these noise sources generates s noise

level which can be measured at the railyard boundary (property

line). Together, they combine to produce a higher noise

level than each can produce on its own. Taking into account

the hours of the day during which the noise sources are

i/-_ used, an averaged noise level, 5dn (for day-night weighting)
can be computed at the railyard property line using the

standard EPA methodology. Based on this Ldn value the

general adverse response level weighted population (LWP), or

equivalent number impacted (ENI) can be computed.

So far, this is sta,dard practice of the SPA noise

models. Whereas formerly, the EPA noise models would

use some kind of _averags" parameters to, construct a model
!

of an "average" yard and then scale up the LWP from this

"average" yard to the total population of yards for the

i national impact, RYNEM does the scaling in a slightly
different way. RYNEM considers that the LWP for the national

population of railyards form a distribution with mean , and• variance 02. When random samples are taken from this
A

i distribution and their mean, _, computed, the Weak Law of
{ Large Numbers implies that the sample mean approaches the

true mean of the population when the sample size is large,

"Z. i.e., the sample mean , is a good approximation of the true

-5-



mean _. If we scale up the sample mean LWP by the total

number of yards in the population, we will obtain a good

approximation to the total LWP due to all the yards, when

Z our sample size is large enough. In this sense, RYNEM is a

"statistical" model.

i ^

: An estimate of the error involved in _ can be obtained

as follows:

%

The true variance of the population, a2, can be " !

approximated by the sample variance: i
^

n (xi- _)2
S2 = Z

i=l n-i

[ where xi are the individual LWP's

n is the sample size.

FA
lld

Let xl _ f(_,a 2) i = i, . . ., n

Then for

Xit . . . tXn
Zm

n

E(Z) -

var(xi) a2
! vat(Z) = -

n n

a S

I Thus, the standard error of z is _--n or approximately _-.

SN
i Therefore, the error of the total LWP is approximately

i _'_} where N is the total number of railyards in the population.

-6-



In order to compute the effect of imposing noise

standards on selects4 noise sources, the standard RYNEM

program has to be altered. If source standards are imposed

on switch engines by using mufflers, resulting in a reduc-

tion of XdB in noise level, this can be incorporated into

RYNEM very simply by subtracting XdB from the switch engines

in the input data. Thus, e.g., the SEL st 100 ft for hump

switches is lowered from 95aB to 95-XdB at its Lmax from 90dB

to 90-XdB. This process is repeated for all the switchers.

If noise source standards are imposed on idling locomo-

tives (IL) or refrigerator cars (RC), the changes are

mush more complicated. The quieting mechanism is a local

wall around the source, so a wall has to be built, its

height and its associated cost computed. The present

program, RYNEM-S (S for source) has been designed with this

inmind.

The user can run RYNEM-S with either idl_ng locomotives

or refrlgerator cars. The standard to be met is as follows:

if a trigger level (to be selected by the user) is met at

the property line (i.e. Leg of IL or RC is less than the

trigger level), then no quieting needs to be done. If it is

above, then the program computes the Leq at 100 ft and

compares it with the source standard, w_Ich is 60dB for IL

and 63dB for RC. If the Leg is below the source standard,

then no quieting needs to be done. It it is above, the

program will compute the attenuation due to a wall such that

either the noise source standard is met, or the trigger is

disabled, whichever requires less attenuation. The cost of

a wall is then computed.

The length of the wall is assumed to be the same as the

, _ length of the cars put end to end, as a worst case estimate.

-6A-



f--% TO make the transition as easy as possible for the user

who is already familiar with the old RYNEM program, the

input and output format for RYNEM-S is virtually the same as

that for RYNEM. The few exceptions are pointed out in a

later section in Volume 2.
(

r

I
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/_ 1.0 _NTRODUCTION

This manual is meant to be a cookbook on running RYNEM.

While it does not presuppose much technical knowledge of the

EPA computer system, it does assume that the reader has gone

through volume i, the general description of the model. For

that reason, the standard terminology is used throughout

without explicit definition. For the same reason, no extra

explanation is provided in the input and output sections, as

these are adequately covered in volume I.

An appendix on some relevant commands is included in

this volume. It is not meant to be a substitute for the

official publication of NCC. It is provided so that those

readers who are unwilling to invest the time in learning

about the computer system can still make runs. The reader

who plans to maintain and modify the program is advised to

,-'_ acquire the following manuals: "NCC User Guide," "NCC
I

WYLBUR Guide." They can be obtained from NCC through your

EPA project officer or directly from the computer itself.

The program was written in standard IBM FORTRAN IV

language for the EPA IBM 370/168 computer at NCC. In the

following, it is assumed that the IBM 370/168 system is the

host system and the WYLBUR system is used for file manipu-i
latlon. AS the EPA changes its computer_systems from time

E

i to time, it is best to find out what the current system is
from your EPA project officer before proceeding. The

programs and the input database reside on the IBM 370/168.

i. Due to anticipated disuse, they will be archlved and trans-

! ferred to tape. For this reason they have not been protected,
as it is much easier to dearchive unprotected files. The

naming convention used is standard for the WYLBUR system.

If the files cannot be found, it is most likely that they

.-. have been arehlved. To dearchive them, the user should

'{ contact the NCC user support team for help.
k.
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_ The user is assumed to have access to a computer

terminal which can be connected to the NCC IBM system via

telephone line, The appropriate telephone numbers to use

can be found in "NCC User Guide."

This manual is divided into four parts to be covered in

sections 2-5:

2.0 Gaining Access to the NCC IBM WYLBUR System

3.0 Running the RYNEM Program +

! 4.0 Inputting the Data

5.0 Interpreting the Output

I
I
L

..++

I ....

i+

t..

I

L._

,!
L..
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2.0 GAINING ACCESS TO THE NCC IBM WYLBUR SYSTEM

Accessing the system consists of two steps:

i. getting through the telecommunications network to
WYLBUR

2. logging on to WYLBUR

Configuration of the computer terminal necessary to gain

access is:

Main power switch: ON

Modem power switch (if separate): ON

Mode: HALF DUPLEX

Baud rate: 300

Terminal mode: LINE

! With the configurations of the terminal set as above,

dlal the appropriate telephone number (found in "NCC IBM

User Guide"). If the telephone answer is a high frequency

tons, couple the receiver to the modem, making sure that the

position of the receiver is correct. If the telephone is

not answered, the system is probably busy You can try

[ calling a different number or calling back in a few minutes.
}
t_

I After you have connected the telephone receiver to the

! modem wait for the correct light to go on.

[i'_ System prospts_ "please type your terminal identifier"

Respond with: A (CR)

I_. System prompts: "please log in"

Respond with: (CTRLH) IBMEPAI NCC (CR)

CTRLH is achieved by pressing the control key (CTRL) and Hi_
simultaneously.

E _'_ System prompts: "IBM IS ON LINE"
L

--9--



Respond with: WYL (CR)

System prompts: "enter LOGON for tso or wylbur terminal type"

Respond with: (CR)

System prompts: "MODEL 37/38 TELETYPE
"WYLBUR AT EPA NCC-IBM - - -
"USERID? _

You have established contact with the WYLBUR system An

example of logging on is shown in Figure i.

[

Tse second step is to log on to WYLBUR. -

{

System prompts: "USERID?"

Respond with: EPAiii (CR)

where EPAiii is your useri4 ("iii" is 3 letters that
designate your userid.

System prompts : "ACCOUNT?"

Respond with: xxxx (CR)

_, where "xxxx" is your account code

System prompts: "PASSWORD?"

1 Respond with" PPPPPPPP (CR)

where "PPPPPPPP" is your password of 3 to 8 characters.
Your userld, account, and password can be obtained from

ql your EPA project officer.
L.

System prompts: "SPECIFY GLOBAL FORMAT FOR SAVE COMMANDS
"REPLY - DEFAULT, EDIT TSO, CARD OR PRINT

Ii "FORMAT?"

Respond with: CARD (CR) _"

_ System prompts: "COMMAND?"

I You have logged into WYLBUR and can start manipulating the
'- files and make runs.

..

f
!

't
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_ User selects TYt,_ET terminal
_)p3ease type your terminal tdentifierA identifier.

-1615-Onn-

_plea_e log in_7_EPAI;NCC
P 2 _ User keys in CTRL H immediately followed by

_IBM IS ON L_NE IBMEPAI;NCC to select IBII.

f'_ WYL • _ User selects h_'Lbur.

- _enter LOG0_ for tso or wy]bur termina_ type
38 _ , (_ User selects R_LBUR terminal t)'pe.
MODEL 37/38 TELETYPE

WYLBUR AT EPA NCC-TBM PORT 88 WEDNESDAY II/26/BO 11:35:41 P.M.
OSERID ?

I_ (session continues)
JW.

I
L.

. FIGURE 1

[
[-

.L
L
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A
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3. 0 RUNNING THE RYNEM PROGRAM

A word about notation used in this manual concerning

[ interaction with the computer:

i (7) The computer system's prompts are always enclosed in
double quotes.

(2) User responses are in upper case and underlined. Do
, not type in the underlines!

(3) Additional comments by the author regarding commands
(not to be typed in by the user) are in lower case and
enclosed in parentheses.

(4) Required arguments to be entered by the user are in
lower case, enclosed in single quotes. Do not type
in the quotes!

i (5) (CR) means type in a carriage return.

(6) (BREAK) means type the break key

An example of how this works is as follows

"COMMAND?" RUN UNN (CR)

i The computer system prompts "COHMAND?" The user

I responds with RUN UNN (not underlined when typed in) and

[ hits the carriage return key,

l

I 3.1 F_iting th_ RYNEM Program

I_ The RYNEM code and its data base are stored on the

NCC WILBUR system. For the user desiring merely to run the

i standard RYNEM program with the current data base, the
process is straightforward and outlined in Section 3.2

f
i

i '- If the user wants to change parameters or alter the
{

: ! _ code in any way, he/she must access the main code edit the q

I

j i -13-



code, and then run the new version. The "NCC User Guide"

and "NCC WYLBUR Guide" contain the necessary explanations of

how this can be done.

The following is a list of relevant files:

Filename Description

CN.EPABRM.S2EC.RM80N6 Latest version of the source
code of RYNEM-S

CN.EPABRM.S2KC.RYNEMSD Complete data base for RM80N6
(includes all 183 railyerds)

: set up for IL, trigger level 65dB

Section 4.0 of this manual describes the data base and

its format.

i_/ 3.2 Making Runs

Aftsr logging onto the WYLBUR system, the system prompts

and user responses are:

COMMAND? SET TERSE (CR) I

? JOB BOX 'rrrr' (CR)

where 'rrrr' is the user box code. Thls_ox code indicates

to the system how the user will receive his/her output from

the lineprintsr. For more information, see "NCC User Guide."

• ? EDI FIRST (CR) 2

I.. Isee WYLBUR manual for explanation of comments.

2EDI FIRST is used only if the user must alter the
JOB card. For more information, see "NCC User Guide." If
editing is not needed, the user should type _ instead of
EDI FIRST.

%

-14-



0.001//EPALAM JOB (S2KC,ALAM,10,10,10) 'GENERATED JOB CARD'

The user may need to edit the number of lines to be

printed, the priority and the computer time requested.

Actual output and user edits are shown in Figure 2.

The second '10' in the JOB card refers to the estimated

" limit of the total number of lines to be printed in thousands

of lines.

If you run RYNEM on output level Ill (to be explained

in the next section), the total number of lines is about

40,000 for the complete data base. Therefore, the second 10

must be changed to a 40 as is done in Figure 2. Other edits

shown are:

..... 'LAM' is the programmer name. Insert your own name
inside the quotes.

PRTY_I We want to run the job in priority I, the
lowest priority level (overnight turnaround).
This is the cheapest rate. If you want
faster turnaround, you can run up to priority 5.

TIME=I The maximum amount of computer time requested
is one minute. This is ample for the

complete database of 183_railysrds.

The user concludes with a (CR). The system responds

with a printout of the line complete with edits and offers

• the user an opportunity for further edits.

i At the completion of the editing, the user need only

hit a (CR) and then a _ (CR) in response to the ? prompt,

i.e.:

-15-



Job bo_; _lan,
r edi f_rst

_0.001 /IEPALAH JOB (S2KO,ALAH_]0,10,10),' GENERATED JOB CARD '
EDITS ? 4 lam',Prt_=1,time=lJ

0.001 //EPALAH JOB (S2KC,ALAM,IOt40,IO)t'LAM',PRTY=I,TIME=I
EDITS ?

?c
1, ? //Joblib dd dsn=cn.ePabrm.s2kc.lm,d_sP=shr

3. ? //_o.ftOSfO01 dd dsn=cn.ePabrn,.s2kc.rmOOn3d,disP=shr

40 ? //So,ftO6fO01 dd s_sout=a
5. ? _$

save e_:ample on userO0 card
'EXAMPLE' ALREADY EXISTS ON USER80

_EPLACE? _es

, 'EXAMPLE' REPLACED ON USERS0

r? fur UR_
2609 IS YOUR JO_ NUMBER°
r to,off clr
END OF SESSION MONDAY 11/17/80 3:14:33 P.H,

3PALAM/S2KC OFF WYLBUR 11/17/B0 AT 15:14:33, 0.22 WUU
O,05 CONNECT HRS.p 0_00.06 TC_, 0 PAGE-SEC0NDS
EXCPS: 1 DAl 0 MT_ 20 TERHT 0 OTHER, 21 TOTAL

CHAROES: $0.00 CONNECT, $0.12 WUU, $0o12 TOTAL

Fig_e 2. A sample proauctlon job run

L

r

I ,
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/'% EDITS ? (CR)

_ (OR)

This puts the system into the COLLECT mode.

To run the standard RYNEM program, insert the following

JCL statements after the JOB card in response to the system

prompts:

I. ?// EXEC FTGICLG (CR)

2. ?//FORT.SYSTN DD DSN=CN.EPABRM.S2KC.RMSON6rDISP=SHR (CR)

3. ?//GO.FT05F001 DD DSN=CN.EPABRM.S2KC.RYNEMSD_DISP=SHR (CR)

4. ?//GO.FT06FO01 DD SYSOUT=A (CR)

5. ?(BREAK)

This completes creation of the JCL file.

(BREAK) appears as *** on the terminal and causes

the user to exit from COLLECT mode.

To execute the program, after the prompt type

COMMAND? RUN UNN (CR)

'XXXX I IS YOUR JOB NUMBER.

'RUN UNN' submits your job in batch mode. It will be

printea off the llneprinter at NCC when the job has finished

! execution. How you will receive your printout depends on
L

how you specified your BOX code.

i. Sometimes you may want to examine your output on line

: (e.g., when you are debugging your program). Then you can

! type in

i . jr
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COMMAND? RUN UNN HOLD(CR)

'XXXX' IS YOUR "JOB NUMBER.

What 'HOLD' does is to store your output in the system

after it has been executed so that you can retrieve it.

Depending on priority assigned, you may wish to log off

until the job is completed.

To make sure your job has finished, log on and type

COMMAND? L0C 'XXXX'(CR)

where 'XXXX' is the number assigned to your job by the

system. You knew that your job has finished execution

when, in response to a LOCATE command, the system responds

with

/-A
. _ 'JOB XXXX EPAIII IN OUTPUT HOLD

YOU can now FETCH your output as follows:

COMMAND? FET XXXg CLR(CR) i

You can now look at your output by issuing a LIST
i

command. !

i

I

!

[

-18-
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4.0 INPUTTING THE DATA

4.1 Data Format and Structure

The current database for RYNEM-S, consisting of 183 out

of a total of 3,693 railyards in the United States, is

stored in the datasat CN.EPABRM°S2KC.RYNEMSD. You may run

RYNEM-S with the current database or some subset of the

database (by doing your own editing). For example, you may

want to run RYNEM-S using yards in a certain population

density range only, or you may create your own database. If

you want to use your own input dataset, substitute your

filename for 'CN.EPABRM.S2KC.RYNEMSD' in the GO.FT05F001 DD

card. Note that RYNEMSD is set up for running IL with a

trigger level of 65dB at the property line.

A copy of the dataset can be obtained by printing it

off the lineprinter as follows:

? USE CN.EPABRM.S2KC.RYNEMSD CLR (CR)

? L OFF BOX "xxxx" (CR)

The last command _ists the file off line. "xxxx" is your box

code for receiving output. Consult the "NCC User Guide" for

the appropriate code to use.

In the following, the format listed'is of the form

mTn

where

m is the number of times the format is repeated In a
line.

T is the format type (FORTRAN notation)

)

-19-
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A is character string (i.e., any alphanumeric
character and certain speci_l characters)

I is integer (must be right justified)

F is floating point (decimal point must be located
properly)

n is the number of columns (or spaces) the data occupies.

For example: 4A4 is 4 strings of alphanumeric data of
length at most 4 characters.

%

3F4 is 3 numbers in floating point of length
at most 4, with 1 space reserved for the
decimal point (i.e., 3 significant digits).

The format of the definition and control input data to

RYNEM is shown in Table i, and is described below.

! ,
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Name of

_ Line No. Variable Format Description

1 ISCE Ii Source to be selected
1 for IL
2 for RC

2 TRIG F4 trigger level at property line

3-10 YDTYPE 4A4 names of the 8 yard types

ll DBB 10F3 lower limits of the i0 dB
bands

12-21 RDBB 2A4 range of the dB bands
(description)

22 LREG(1), 2A4 LREG(1) = 'BL' (baseline)
LREG(7) LREG(7) = 'MW' (maximum

height wall)

23 (LREG(I), 513 5 regulation levels to be
I=2,6) selected by the user.

Caution: exactly five
different levels, in decreas-
ing order, each greater than

-_ or equal to 55 dB, have to be

Input. If you only want to
look at fewer than 5 levels

say, only 3, use 99 as the
first two regulation levels.

24 IP I3 Output print switch

level I: Only grand
IP'I totals of all

yards printed

level II: • Grand totals

[ IP=2 plus yard
totals for
each yard

i level Ill: Grand totals,
i IP-3 yard totals

plus area
I totals

The above input is necessary and must be in the speci-

fied order. In particular, lines 3-22 must be typed in

-h exactly as shown in Table 1 for the program to work properly.

The data following are the yard-by-yard data. The data of

each yard form independent, separate units. Each yard

contains one or more residential or commercial areas
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(if all the residential and commercial areas are so far from

the railyard boundary as to be considered to be unaffected

by the noise, enter 0 in the number of areas column in the

YARD card and go to the next yard). Each residential and

commercial area contains one or more noise sources. There

is a limit of ten moving sources and ten fixed sources per

area, and the moving sources are always to be input before

the fixed sources. Thus for one yard, the arrangement of

the data is as follows:
%

YARD card

AREA Card 1

MOVING SOURCE card 1

MOVING SOURCE card 2

MOVING SOURCE card i

FIXED SOURCE card 1

FIXED SOURCE card 2

FIXED SOURCE card J

AREA card 2

SOURCE cards

AREA card 3

I
AREA card k

SOURCE CARDS

The structure of the input data is shown in Figure 3.
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Necessary data

YARD card 1

AREA card 1

SOURCE cards

AREA card m

SOURCE cards

YARD card 2

AREA card 1

SOURCE cards

'_-_ AREA card n

SOURCE cards

YARD card p

AREA card 1

SOURCE cards

AREA card q

SOURCE cards

Figure 3. Input data structure
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4.2 Format of the specific data cards

4.2.1 YARD data card

The following data are all to be entered in one line

(or card).

NAME FORMAT DESCRIPTION

NAMEYD 10A4 Name of yard, city, state, etc.

IT 15 Yard type (1-8) (see necessary data
lines 1-8)

POP FI8 Population density of yard vicinity
(people/sq.mi)

PU FI0 Fraction of residential and commercial
usage of the region around the

yard

NAREAS I5 Number of residential and commercial

/"h areas (or the number of AREA cards to
_./ follow)

J
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/-_ 4.2.2 AREA data card

The following data are to be entered in i line (or

card). All length dimensions are in feet.

NAME FORMAT DESCRIPTION

NAMEA AI, A4 Name of area (RI, R2, CI, C2, etc.)

ALENG FIO Length of residential or commercial area

WIDTH FIO Width of residential or commercial area
(i.e., how far does it extend away from

the yard)

DB FlU Distance from nearest boundary of
residential or commercial area (property
line) to the place where the noise
attenuating barrier ks to be built

' ATTIND F5 Excess noise attenuation due to indus-

trial region between the yard and the
' residential or commercial regio_

i_-_? ATTRES F5 Excess noise attenuation due to the
- residential or commercial area itself

DNMOV FI0 Distance from the moving sources to the
property line

DNFIX FI0 Distance from the fixed sources to the

property line.

NMOV I5 Number of moving sources to follow An
SOURCE data cards (0 _ NMOV _ i0)

NFIX I5 Number of fixed sources to follow in

SOURCE data cards (0 _ NMOV _ i0)

Figure 4 shows the relationship of these various

' parameters.
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DNMOV , l
_.LENG

DNFIX
O_
I

P_ w
I e
I
I

Fixed Movit Place Where Beginningof Endof
Noise Noile Wall is to Resldentialor Residentialor
Source Source Be Built Commercial Commercial

Region Region
(ProperW Line)

Figure 4, Geometry of Area

J
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"4._.3 SOURCE data card

Each source is to be entered in a separate line (or

card). Each line is of the following format. (Note that

the moving sources' SOURCE cards have to be placed before the

fixed sources' SOURCE cards. The moving sources have been

numbered 1-7, the fixed sources 8-15 to assure that the order

is correct when the SOURCE cards are put in ascending order).
l

NAME FORMAT DESCRIPTION

ISM 15 Noise source number

ISM ABBREVIATION NOISE SOURCE

1 HS hump switcher
2 MS make-up switcher
3 IS industrial switcher
4 CS classification switcher
5 IB inbound train

• 6 OBI outbound train (roadhaul)
7 OB2 outbound train (local)
8 CI car inpact
9 MR master retarder

i0 IR inert retarder
ii CT crane truck

12 GT goat truck
13 I5 idling locomotive
14 RC refrigerator ear
15 LT load test

ED F7 Number of sources or even_ daytime }

I I For sources 1-12I EN F7 Number of sources or events n_ghttime

L

J
I
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HI F7 Number of hours source operating
first shift

N2 F7 Number of hours source operating
second shift

H3 F7 Number of hours source operating For sources 13-15
third shift

U1 F7 Number of sources operating first
shift.

U2 F7 Number of sources operating second
shift.

U3 F7 Number of sources operating third
shift.

A listing of a sample data set is contained in Figure 5.

Ik.

L
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--.IRLINE, MILWAUKEE, _I 110152. .43 5
_:] 1500, 8000. i00. O. 8. 250. _.119. 7, 3

l _ 55'2 2,4

65.2 2.4

_I/R 1000. 8000. O. O. 8. 100. 250,55,2 2.4 2 1
65,2 2.4
9666, 267,

:2/R 1000, 8000, O, O, 8. 100, 250. 2 I55.2 2,4
65.2 2.4
8666. 267.

:2 2000. 8000. O. O. 8, I00, 250. 2 255.2 2.4
65.2 2.4
86&6. 267,

10170. 70. --

R3 2000, 8000, O, O, 8, 100, O, 4 "28. 3,
311. 4,
55.2 2*4
71.3 .6

_OANOKE_ ROANDKEp VA 34520° ,61 11
C1 1000. 5000. 300. O. 4. 1000, 700, 1 2195, 36.

i 13 8, 8, 8. 12. 12. 12.
15 8, 8, 8, 4, 1, 1,

._2/R 1000, 5000, 200. 0, 4, 500, 1000,
.... _l 353' 20. 2 1 I

75,8 1.3
92182. 818.

r :31R 1000. 5000. 0. O, 4. 200,' 700. 2 1353. 20.
75,8 1,3
82182, 818,

_l 1000, 8000, 200, O, 4, 100, 400, 2 1531.2 6.7
628.9 6.2
82182* 818,

_4/R353,1000. 20. 8000. O. O. 4. 200._ O. 2
?5.B 1.3

_3_/R 1000, 6000. 200. O. 4. 100, 400. 2 1531,2 6.7
I 628*9 6*2
. 82182, 818.

C6/R 2000, 6000, O, O, 4. 200, O, 2

[.

Figure 5. Yard data listin_--forsample run
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4.3 Constraints add Limitations

Certain constraints are placed on the input data which

may not have been explicitly stated. In the input, lines

3-22 are to be put in exactly as shown in the example in

section 4.1. They are not to be altered in any way.

Strictly speaking, these are not input data, but they form

an integral part of the model. They are relegated here

instead of in the program itself because it is too laborious

" to define all the terms in the program; for instance, defining

the yard types or the dB bands in the program would have

involved a great deal of typing.

Line 23: LREG - the 5 regulation levels. Exactly 5 levels
have to be input. They are all integers (right
justified), I3 format. For RYNEM-S, set all levels
to 99.

Line 24: IP print switch. Must be value_ i, 2 or 3. For
RYNEM-S, IP=I will only print the grand total
results, showing the number of yards that require
local walls. IP=3 will print the wall height.
IP=2 serves no useful function.

Yard card:

IT, the yard type, must be between 1 and 8.

NAREAS: must be the same as the number of area cards
to follow.

Area card:

All length dimensions are in feet.

As explained in volume i, only one distance is used for

ell the moving sources (DNMOV) and one distance for all_. the fixed sources (DNFIX).

Number of moving sources (NMOV) is less than or equal

_ to 10.

Number of fixed sources (NFIX) is less than or equal to
I0.
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Source card:

The source number used must be one of those listed in

section 4.2.3, i.e., 1 _ ISM _ 15.

The moving sources cards must be placed before all the

source cards, i.e., placing the source cards in increas-
ing order (in ISM) is the correct order.

Other assumptions made in the model, as described in

= volume I, are:

• The areas are all rectangular.

• There are 7 moving and 8 fixed sources.

• The background Ldn is less than or equal to 54dB.

The maximum height wall that can be built is 30 ft.

The minimum height wall is 5 ft. . _

-h

[.

I
L

i'

J
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5.0 INTERPRETING THE OUTPUT

,?-%

5.1 Structure and Level of Detail

There are three levels of detail for the output,

defined by the output switch IP.

Level I (IP=I): Only grand totals of each yard type and
their projection to the total number of
yards for each yard type in the U.S. The
number of yards which do not require local
walls, those which can meet the source
standard with walls, and those which cannot

i . meet the standard are all printed.

Level II (IP=2): Level I and totals for each yard. This
level gives no more information than Level 1.

Level III (IP=3): Level II and totals for each residential
area. This is the finest level of detail.

The wall heights of the local wall and
their costs are printed.

Warning: Using Level III and the complete data base of
_'_ 183 yards will generate about 40,000 lines of
......J output (approximately' 600 pages). If you do

not want - or do not need - to go through pages
and pages of numbers, do not use Level Ill.

The following description refers to the sample output

listing at the end of the section which will run on the

sample input data presented in the previous section. Note

that this li_tlng was obtained from the terminal and the

carriage controls are different from tho_ used with the

lineprinter.

T The structure of the output is presented in Figure 6.

!-- Note: property line refers to the nearest llne of residential

I property to the railyard.
I

P
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{egulation levels

_ard Name
Yard data
Area

Area data

Population exposed and ENI (LWP) within the 3 dB
bands for baseline noise level

The baseline Ldn, Leg, Lma x at property'line
for each source affecting area

The baseline composite noise level (from all
1 sources and background level) at the property

line, PE, ENI, DENI, COST, and WALL (if
appropriate)

The Ldn, Leg, Lma x and the noise level, PE,
ENI, DENI, COST and WALL information and format
is repeated for each of the five regulation
noise levels and the noise level attained under

the maximum wall height (MW).

: Area

' Totals for yard
Population exposed and ENI within the 3 dB bands for

-_ baseline level
PE, ENI, DENI, COST, number of areas which meet the

regulation noise level, and whether the yard is in
compliance with the respective regulation level
without building walls (l=yes, 0=no)

_ard

f
i _rand totals

For each yard type,

!.. Number of yards in sample PE, ENI, DENI, COST

total number of yards in each type, projected PE, ENI, DENI
I :OST

_umber of yards already in compliance with the regulated
level.

_s bands for baseline
'_ FE and ENI for sample total

PE and ENI projected for each yard type

Figure 6. Structure of output listing
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/_ 5.2 Output Data for Each Yard

For each yard, the following data are listed:

Yard name and yard type

POP DEN Population density in the vicinity of the yard
(people/sq. mi.)

USAGE Fraction of land around the railyard which is

. used for residential and commercial puposes

EFF POP Effective population density (the population i
density scaled up to take into account that only
a fraction of the area is populated)

BKGD Background Ldn from the regression equation in
the "100-site study." Set to 54 dB in the Ldn
computation if above 54 dB

# AREAS Number of residential and commercial areas in

this yard

For each area, the following data are listed:

AREA Name of area (RI, R2, CI, C2, etc.)

LENGTH Length of area (dimension of area in the direc-
tion along the railroad tracks)

WIDTH width of area (dimension of area in the direction
perpendicular to the railroad tracks)

DB Distance from property line fo the place where
the noise attenuating barrier is to be built

DI Excess noise attenuation due to intervening
industrial area

DR Excess noise attenuation due to the residential
or commercial area itself

DNM Distance from property llne to the moving sources

DNF Distance from property llne to the fixed sources

NMS Number of moving sources

"-J NFS Number of fixed sources
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dB bands for baseline

3 dB increments from 55 dS to >82 dE.

PE Population exposed to noise level within the dB band.

ENI Equivalent noise impact or level weighted population
(LWP) for the dB band. Note that the excess residen-
tial attention (DR) has been subtracted from the level,

so the composite level for the dE bands is lower than
the composite level at the property line.

1
For baseline, each of the 5 regulated levels and the

maximum wall height level (either the noise level with

a wall height of 30 ft, or the 5th regulated level, which-

ever is lower).

listing by noise source

LDN Ldn

LEO Leg(1) at property line

LMAX maximum instantaneous
noise level

LEVEL composite noise level {Ldn of all noise sources
and the background noise)

PE population exposed

ENI LWP

DENI ALWP

COST Cost for building a wall of length ALENG and
height WALL

WALL Minimum wall height needed to reduce noise at
receiving property llne to this regulation level

Totals for yard

_B bands for baseline

PE and ENI summed over all areas for each of the respec-
tive dB bands
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PE, ENI, DENI, COST, NP, IC for baseline, each of the five
regulation levels and the maximum wall height
level

NA: Number of areas which can meet the regulation
level. Note that in Airline, Milwaukee all areas
(five) can meet all levels except 55. Note that
the failure of all areas to meet the level of 55

requires the maximum wall to be built five times

IC: Whether the yard is in compliance with the regula-
tion level already without building any noise
attenuation barrier. Note that the yard meets
only the 75 dB regulation level without building
walls

A complete set of output data for a sample railyard is shown

in Table 2.

5.3 Totals of Output Data For All Yards

Listed for each yard type are the following for the base-
line, each of the five regulation levelsl and the
maximum wall height level:

SAMPLE:

YO: Number of yards in the dataset
of this type

PE: Total of population exposed summed over
yards of this type.

ENI: Total of LWP summed over yards of this type.

DENI: Total of _LWP summed over yards of this type.

COST: Total costs of erecting barriers summed over
yards of this type.

PROJECTED:,

# YD: Total number of yards of this type in "the
United States

PE: Projected total of population exposed
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'_ ENI: Projected total of LWP

DENI: Projected total of _ LWP

COST: Projected total cost

#IC: Number of yards which:

LEV = 2 i.e., first line, meet standard
without wall

3 i.e., second line, meet standard
with local wall

4 i.e., third line, cannot meet stand-
ard with local
wall

dB bands for baseline

Total of PE and ENI in each of the dB bands, summed over all
yards of the respective types in the dataset and the
projected PE and ENI of each dB band.

! _ The set of grand totals for the sample railyards and

projected to a national level for all railyards is shown in
Table 3.

[

The reader is referred to volume 3, section 5 for an

example of checking whether the output is reasonable.



REDULATED LEVELA ARE 99 99 99 99 99

I

A_RLINEe _I]LWAUKEEt W! LOW UOL IIUHP

POP DEN U_ADE EFF POP OK_D t OREAA

10152,0 0+43 23609,3 &2,1 5

AREA LENOTf( WIDIH DD D! _A DNM ONF NMS NFS

RI 1500, BOO0, 100. O, B* 250. O, 3 0

PD DAND5 FOE DASELZNE

55-50 58-61 61-64 64-67 67-70 70-73 73-76 76-79 79-8A >02

PE 1,44E403 2,6BE_02 0,0 0,0 O,O 0,0 O*O 0,0 0.0 0,0
EHJ 7oBAE_Ol 5*30E_01 O,O 0,0 0,0 OoO 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0

_L

_OURCE LDN LEO LHAX

HA 64,0 59°4 D5_9
IB 60*7 A5,6 90*A
ODX 60*7 55.4 90.5

LEVEL PE ENI DEN[ COAT WALL

67°1 1.71E_03 1o32E÷02 O*O 0*0 0

NW

EOURCE LDN LEO LHAX

HA 64,0 59,4 D5.9 k
XB 60,7 55.4 90*5
DPl 60*7 55,4 90,5

LEVEL PE ENI [JEN_ COST WALL

67,1 I,TIEt03 I*3_EtOA O,O O,O 0

AREA LENGTH BIDTH DB D! OR _tNM DHF NM5 NF5

CI/R 1000. Aoo0* O, O. B* 100* 250, 2 1

DO DANDA FAR _AflCLZNE

55-50 D8-61 61-64 64-67 67-70 70-73 73-76 76-79 ' 79-B2 )A2

PE 6,51E402 1,25E_02 3,47E-02 0*0 O*O 0.0 0*0 0,0 0,0 0,0
ENI 4.52E÷01 2,09D÷01 1.04E-02 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 O*O

PL

AOUREE LDN LEO LHAX

I



, _ • It' r i. i_ . D,,,
6 59* 4,U ....

LEVEL PE EH| kEN! COST WALL

70.2 7,76E_02 7*39E_02 0.0 O*O O
a

Hg

5QUffCE LDN LEE LRAX

I[I 65,0 _9,6 94,S
S02 65*0 59.6 94,S
HR 65*B 60*9 S3.0

LEVEL PE EHl [_EHI OflsT WALL

70*2 9,76E_02 7_39E_0] 0,0 O*O 0

ARES LENSTII WIDTll 21_ DT 0_ DNH [INF Ntis OFS

C21R ]OOO* EO00* O* O, E* 100, 250* 2 1

lip _A_IIS FOR _ASELIHE

_S-SO _B-61 61-64 64-67 67-70 70-73 73-76 76-79 79-52 >$2

PE 6.51E÷02 1.2_E_02 3.47E-02 0.0 O*O 0,0 0,0 0+0 0,0 0,0
ENI 4*SSETO] _.76E_01 1.04E'02 O*O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0

DL

SOURCE LPN LES LMAX

I_ 6S*0 D9,6 94.S
SD| 65,0 _9,6 94*0
CI 65,1 60*2 90*3

LEVEL PE EN% _SNI COST WALL

69*9 7,76E÷02 7.09E_01 O*O 0.0 0

hW

ESURCE L_R LEO LSRX

I_ 65*0 _9,6 94*0
S_l 65*0 _9.6 94*8
CI 65,1 60,2 90.3

LEVEL PE ES% 11ER! COST WALL

69.9 7.76E_02 7*O9E÷Ol O*O 0,0 0

AREA LEHSTII WIDTH _ Z_l [IS [INS IlNF HMS NFS

R2 lOSS* SO00* O* O* E* 100. 2S0, 2 2

DS I_ANDS FOR _ASEL1NE

55-5D 5S-61 61-64 64-67 67°90 70-73 73-76 76°79 79-S2 )02

PE 6*SJE_02 1,_5E402 3.47E-02 O*O O*O 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 O*O
EH| 4.64Et01 _*95EtO1 1*04E-02 O*O O*O 0,0 0.0 O*O O*O O*O

I



.&*l

_" SOURCE LOH LEO LHAX r_-_ _'_

IS 65,0 $9,6 94,0
OB_ 6S,0 $9,6 94*0
0I 65,1 60,2 90.3
Ir S9,S S4*B 83,5 s

LEVEL PE ENX BENI COST _ALL

70,3 7,76E+02 7._9E_01 0,0 O,O 0

SU

SOURCE LBN LEg LMAX

ZB 65,0 59=6 94.S
O_I 65*0 59*6 94*S
CI 65,1 60*2 90.3
IR 59.B _4,_ B3,S

LEVEL PE ERI OENZ COST _ALL

70,3 7,760$02 7,59£_01 0,0 0,0 0

AREA LENGTH WIDTH DB 0! [IR ONM bNF NMG NFE

O3 2000* SO00* O* O* O* I00* O* 4 0

BS BAN_S FOR BASELINE

SE-_S 08-61 61-64 64-67 67-70 70-73 7S-7_ 76-79 79-02 >S2

• PE 1,S50$03 3*22E+02 5,_7E_01 0.0 O.O 0.0 O*O 0,0 0,0 0.0
) ENI 8.24E+01 6.06E$01 1,02EFOt 0.0 O*O 0,0 0.0 0.0 O*O 0.0

PL

SOURCE LIJN LEO LMAX

MS 63.4 58,7 90,0
IS 64.7 60,1 90.0
IS 65.0 59,6 94.S
0_2 54,2 4B*D 90,0

LEVEL PE ENI [IENI COST gALL

69._ 1.93Et03 1,69E÷A2 0,0 0,0 0

MW

SOURCE LON LES LMAX

MS 63*4 58,7 90.0
;S 64*7 60,1 90.0
ZU 65*0 59,6 94.S
OE2 54*2 48*S 90.0

LEVEL P£ ENI [IENX COST _ALL

69.S 1,93E;03 1,67£+02 O*O 0.0 0

TDIOLS FOR TARO

ZJ_ [,AelPG roo BOSELXHE

I



PL 4*94E_03 9+66E402 _,_OE_01 0*0 0,0 0*0 0*0 0*0 0+0 0,0
ENI 2+96E_D2 2+07Et02 I,B2EtOI 0*0 0+0 0+0 0+0 0,0 0+0 0,0

L_UEL PE ENI [IEN_ CO_T HA |C
l

BL _+97E_03 _,22E÷02 0,0 0,0
99 5,97E_03 5*22E402 0,0 0*0 5 1
99 5+97E÷03 5,22E+02 0.0 0.0 5 !
99 _,97E÷03 _+22E÷02 0+0 0,0 5 I
99 _+97E+03 5.22EI02 0,0 0.0 5 1
99 _*97E_03 _,22Ef02 0+0 0,0 _ 1
HW _*97E+03 _,22g+02 0*0 0*0 5

ROAHOKEt ROhNOKEp Uh H_OH UOL IlUHP

POP DEN UShBE EFF POP BKOD | h_E_S

4_20°0 0,61 7409*B _B°6 ]1

AREA LENGTtl WIDTH DD Ill IIR DNH DNV NHS NF5

C! 1000. _000. 300+ O* 4+ lO00, 700+ 1

|I_ _AND$ FOR _ASELINE

5_-_8 _0-61 61-64 64-67 67-70 70-73 73-76 76-79 79-g2 >g2

P_ 6,72E_02 2+23E_02 4+00E_01 0.0 0,0 0,0 0*0 0,0 0+0 0+0
£N_ 7,10E_0! _+07E+OJ 1°74_0! 0+0 0+0 0+0 0_0 0*0 0*0 0,0

_L

SOURCE L_N LEQ L_AX

H_ 64+3 _*6 79.1
_L 64+4 58.4 58,4
LT 63*9 62,9 6_.9

t

LEVEL P£ EN! _EN! COST _ALL

69*3 Do63E_02 J*69E_02 0.0 0_0 0

NW

_OURCE LDN LEg LHAX

HS 64,3 _?+6 79+!

IL 64,4 50*4 5D,4
LT 63*9 62.9 6_*?

L£_EL PE EN_ _EN_ CO_T _LL

69+1 fl°63E+02 J.69E÷02 0,0 0+0 0

AREA L_NOTH _ZD_H DB DI D_ [INH DHF I/HS NF5

C2/R tO00* _000+ 200. O, 4* _00, JO00. g !

_ _hN_g Vg_ _A_ELZNE

I



!'*f !fli Sill pII rrl rll fll Ir

P 1,21Et03 3,46E402 1,50EtO2 3,71Et0! 0,0 0,0 _ O,O S,O O,O 0,0Eh 9,56E_01 1,07E_02 S,SICtO| 1,03C_01 0,0 0,0 0,0 O,O 0,0 O*O

PL

SSS_CC LOP LEG LRAX j

|S 64o3 _9.6 02.6
0_2 50,6 47,5 02,2
RR 69,S 65,1 02,0

LEVEL PE EEl liEN| CCST WALL

71,0 |,75Et03 2,79Sf02 O*O O*O O

MW

SOURCE LDH LEO LMAX

15 64,3 59*6 S2,6
OR2 50°6 47,5 flO.2
MR 69_0 65,1 02,0

LEVEL p£ EH; SEN[ COST WALl.

71o0 1*75Ef03 2.79EI02 O*O 0,0 0

AREA LEHGTH WIIIT)I _ SI SR DNM DNF HMS 5FS

C3/R lOSS, 5000, O, O, 4, 2o0° 700, 2 !

_R SAHIBS FOR _ASELIN£

55-50 50-61 61-64 64-67 67-70 70-73 73-76 76-79 79-S2 102

PE 4,59E402 1,45C+02 6_77E_0! Jo49E+O_ OoO OoO 0_0 O_O O.O O°O
EN! 3.20E÷01 3,12E_01 2,49E+01 7,09S+00 O°O 0,0 0,0 O,O 0,0 0,0

O _L

SOURCE LDN LEO LRAX
k

ZE 60.5 63*B _6,9
OR2 55.1 52,1 56,S
C1 50,0 54,2 79,1

LEVEL PE EN! [IEHI COST MALL

69,3 6.$6E÷02 9,60C_01 O*O 0.0 0

MU

SOURCE LIIN LEO LMAX

Z5 60,5 63,5 56,9
OS2 55,1 52.1 R6,O
CZ 5S,O 54.2 79,1

LEVEL PE ENI _SN! COST UALL

69,3 6*06E_02 9+60E401 SoS 0,0 O

AREA LCNSTII WZDIII S_ _ _uR tINM blip HHS NFS

t.
t

.i



_R RANGE FOR OAEELZNE rf'_

5g-58 5S-61 61-64 64-67 67-70 70-73 73-76 76-79 79-fl2 >fie

PE 4,95E$02 1,67E_02 O*21Ef01 4,25E401 1,7flE;Ol 0,0 O*O 0.0 0.0 0,5
ENZ 4.51E101 4.51ET01 3.12E401 2,20E101 It16E;SI 0*0 0.0 0.0 0,0 J 0*0

OL

SOURCE LDN LEg LHAX

IO 70+3 67.4 94.0
001 70.0 67.1 94.0
C! 65,2 60,5 05,5

LEVEL r'E ENI IrENI COOT UALL

73.8 8,05E452 1,53Et02 0.0 0.0 0

OW

SOURCE LON LEg LNAX

;B 70o3 67*4 94*D
001 70*0 67.I 94,0
EI 65*2 60*5 85*5

LEVEL PE EN! OEH_ COST gALL

75,B 0°55Et02 1.53E÷02 O,O 0,0 0

AREA LENGTH WIDTH _5 _I DR 5NN DHF OHS NFE

R4/R igOR* 0000. O* O* 4* 200. O* S 0

OO gANg8 FOR OAgELINE

55-58 58-61 61-64 64-67 67-70 70-73 73-76 76-79 79-82 >82

PC 4*E�E_02 1.45E÷02 6.77ET01 1,49Et01 0.0 0.0 0*0 0.0 O,O 0,0
E8_ 2.66E_01 3*12E_OJ 2*49E_51 7.09E_00 0,0 0*0 0.0 0°0 0.0 O,O

OL

SOURCE LPN LEO LNAX

IS 68*5 63,8 86*9
002 55.1 55,1 86,R

LEVEL PC ENI [tEN; COOT WALL

68*9 6.86E÷02 8,98E+01 O*O 0*0 0

RN

50URCE LDN LEg LOAX

IE 68.5 63,g 86,9
052 55,1 52,1 86,g

LEVEL RE ENI OEN! C8_T HALL

60*_ 6,86E102 g,98E_OI 0*0 0.0 0

(



, r++,lii i i _,*,l+, ., ......

_'5/R 1000, 6000* 200* O, • 4* ]UU* qO0o 2 ! ,_

D9 _AH_5 FOR DAOEL;HE

_-58 _O-61 61-64 64-67 67-70 70-73 73-76 76-79 79-B2 >O2
J

PE 4,9_E_02 1,67E+02 B*21E÷O] 4.25E_01 1,70E_01 0,0 0,0 0.0 O°O 0,0
ENI 4*3|EtOl 4.51E_01 3+12Et01 2.20C+01 1.]6_01 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 O*O

OL

SOURCE L_R LEO LHAX

I_ 70.3 67*4 94.8
OPl 70.0 67,1 94.8
C! 65.2 60._ 0_*5

LCOEL PE ER] DENI COST MALL

73.D O,05EtO2 1+53Et02 0,0 0°0 0

HW

SOURCE L[IR LEO LOAX

I_ 70*3 67*4 94*B
O_l 70.0 67.1 94,B
C1 6_.2 60._ B5.5

LEVEL PE ERI ItERX CO_T W_LL

73*8 E*OSEf02 1,53E40_ 0,0 0.0 0

AREA LENGTH HIPTH PP _I _R DNH DHF NMS NFS

C6/R 2000. 6000. O* O* 4, 200, O* 2 0

D_ _AN_IB FOR _AOELINE

_-50 58-61 61-64 64-67 67-70 70-73 73-76 76-79 79-82 >B2

PE 1.06E403 3.77E_02 l*95EtO2k 1.05E÷02 7*OOETO0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0°0 O*O
ENZ 6,27E_01 8*19E_O[ 7.1_Et01 5*42E_OJ 4.2_Et00 0.0 0.0 O,O 0.0 0.0

_L

SOURCE LDN LEO LHAX

HO 67,6 62*B 06*9
I_ 6B,5 63.B 86.9

LEVEL PE EN! DEN! COST WALL

71.2 1.74E403 2.75E_0_ 0*0 0,0 0

HW

SOURCE L_R LER LMAX

RO 67.6 62,8 B6.9
_B 6D.5 63.B B6.9

LEVEL F'[ EN! _EN_ COOT MALL

I



_-"P ]_nNU_FORi,n_ELfN_ _, tw_
55-5R 5G-61 61-64 64-67 67-70 70-73 73-76 76-79 79-D2 >B2

PC 1.06E_03 3*BIE+02 1,9_E_02 6o27Et01 0,0 0_0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0
EN] 6.31E+01 B,2BE+01 7,2BEt01 3.06E401 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 J 0_0

PL

SOURCE LbN LEO LHAX

M5 65*7 61,0 B5.0
;E 66°7 62,0 0_*0

LEUEL PE ENI DEH! COST _ALL

69.3 f*70E÷03 2,49E_02 0.0 0,0 0

HB

SOURCE LON LEO LHAX

HE 65*7 61,0 05°0
XS 66.7 62_0 05_0

LEUEL PE £11| bEN! COST WALL

69*3 1°70E103 2_49Ef02 0.0 0.0 0

AREA LENOTI¢ _]DTH fib D! FIR DNH [INF NHS NFS

CT/R 1000, 6000, O, D. _* 200, 100, 3 1

DB _AN_5 FOR _6SEL]RE

55-50 _B-61 61-64 64-67 _7-70 70-73 73-76 76-79 79-E2 >82

PE 5°00E÷02 ]*70E+02 0,39E_0] 3°62E_01 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0
Etl] 2.9DC÷01 3,67E_Of 3.09C_01 f*O2E_01 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0

BL
t

ROURUE L_N LEO LHAX

ZP 67.1 64*2 91.6
001 66*7 63,9 91,6
OP2 55_1 5_.1 D6,8
GT 60.0 62.1 82.0

LEVEL PE £NI [IENf COST MALL

70°6 7°R9E402 1,]6C_02 0o0 ' 0_0 0

HW

ROURCC LDN LEO LMAX

ID 67=1 64t2 91,6
O_1 66.7 63,9 91.6
0_ 55_1 52,1 06,0
,. , . ,

....... ,,,, _ ....................................



LIJ f'llt t4 _,;ll I1-_rL*

LEVEL PE ENI DENt EOBT WALL ._

70*6 7,09Et02 |*IRES02 0.0 0,0 0

AREA LENSTH W|bTH DD D! DR ENR DHF NSS HPE
e

ES/R 3000, 30E0, O* O* 4* EO0_ O* 3 0

Db bANDE FOR _AEELINE

55-SR S_°&I 61-64 64-67 67-70 70-73 73-76 76"79 79-02 _O2

PE I*SOE_E3 5*09E4E_ 2,52E402 1.09E402 0,0 0,0 0,0 O*E 0,0 O*O
ERI S,DOErS1 I,IOE4OS 9,26E_01 5.47E401 O*O O,E O*O 0.0 O_O 0.0

IlL

SOURCE LDN LEO L_RX

Z_ 67.I 64._ 91,6
OPl 66*7 63,9 91.6
ORS _5,1 5_*I RA,E

LEUEL PE ENI DERI COST _ALL

70,2 2_37E_03 3,46E_02 0.0 0,0 0

HW

SOURCE LDN LEg LhAX

I_ 67*1 64*2 91*6
001 66*7 63*9 91.6
OR2 55*1 52,1 86*0

LEVEL PE EN_ DENI COST _ALL

70,2 2.37E_03 3.46E_02 0.0 O*O 0

AREA LENGTH NZDTII D_ _! b_ DRM _NF NHS NFg

Cg/R 2000. 6OOO* O, O* 4_ 200, O+ 3 O

_ _AHDS FUR _AEELXHE

55-ES 50-61 61-64 64-67 67-70 70-73 73-76 76-79 79-B2 >O2

PE 9.99E÷02 3+39E_02 1+6BE_02 7_24Et01 0*0 0.0 0*0 0*0 O,O O*O
ENI 5,88Et01 ?_34E_01 6,17E÷01 3*AEEt01 0,0 ' O*O 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0

PL

SOURCE L[_N LEO LHAX

Z_ 67*1 64*2 91.6
0_I 66*7 63*9 91*6
ObO 55,1 52+1 86*R

LEVEL PE EHI DENI COST UALL

70*2 I*SOE_03 2.30Ef02 0,0 O*O 0

RU

t



llllllltl_ I lql II_I Illfl_

ID 67.1 64,2 91,6 r"_ r,*_,
DSl 66*7 63*9 91,6
ODD _5,l 52,1 BO*G

LEOCL PE EHZ _EN! COST WALL
I

70,2 l*SOE_03 2*300÷02 O*O 0,0 0

TOTALS FOR YARD

O_ _AN[IS FOR BAOCLINC

DO-SO DO-Of 61-64 64-67 67-70 70-73 73-76 76-79 79-82 >O2

PO 8,91C÷03 2,97E_03 1,39E_03 5,36E_02 4,260_0l 0.0 0.0 O*O 0.0 0.0
CNl 6.15£40_ 7,2SCt02 S,IO£_O2 2,710÷02 D*75EtOl 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0

LEUEL PE OH! llSNl COST N_ ZC

_L 1,30E÷04 2.16E÷03 0,0 0,0 11
99 1.30E÷04 2.16E_03 0,0 0,0 11 1
99 1,300$04 2,160+03 0,0 0,0 11 1
99 1,3SE_04 2*lOOtS3 0,0 0,0 11 1
99 h3OS$04 2,160+03 0,0 0.0 11 1
99 I*3BET04 D,16E+03 0,0 0,0 11 1
flW 1.38E+04 2.16E+03 0.0 O*O 1l

ORAN_ ]OTAL FOR ALL YAR_O

SAMPLE PROJECTED

| YO PC ENI I_ENI COST t y[I PE Etil IJENI COST | IC

LOU UOL HUffP

SL 1 *_.97E_03 5,22Et02 0,0 0.0 44 ._,63E_05 2.300404 0°0 0,0
99 1 _,97E÷03 5, 22E_02 0,0 0,0 44 ._*63E_OD 2,30E÷04 0,0 0,0 1
99 1 _.97E+03 5,22E_02 0,0 0,0 44 2.63E_05 2,30C_04 0°0 0.0 0
99 1 D* 970_03 5,_2E_02 0_0 0,0 44 D* 63E+05 2.30Et04 0.0 0,0 0
99 ! D_97E_03 _*_2_t02 0_0 0°0 44 D*63E_05 _* 30E_04 0°0 0°0 0
99 1 5,97E#03 5°22E_02 0,0 0,0 44 D, 63E405 D, 30E÷04 0,0 0.0 0
MW 1 5,97E_03 5°22Et02 0.0 0.0 44 D, 63Ot05 D, 30E_04 0,0 0.0

IIEOIUfl VOL IIUttP

SL 0 0,0 0*0 0,0 0,0 Dt 0,0 0,0 0.0 0*0
99 0 0,0 0_0 0,0 O,O 51 O,O 0,0 0,0 0,0 0
99 0 0.0 0,0 0_0 0,0 51 0.0 0,0 O,O 0,0 0
99 0 0,0 0,0 0_0 0,0 51 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0
99 0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 Dl 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0
99 0 0_0 0,0 0,0 0,0 _1 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0
D_ 0 0.0 0,0 0°0 0,0 51 _°O 0,0 0.0 0,0

HIOH VOL OUPIP

SL 1,30E_04 D*|6C_03 0,0 0.0 29 3,99E _05 6. D50_04 0,0 O,O
9_ 1,3DE_04 _* 16E_03 0°0 0,0 29 3,99C÷0S 6,DSE_04 O,O O,O 1
?_ 1,300+04 D_I&E÷03 0,0 0,0 29 3,99Ct05 6,_SE_04 0,0 0.0 0
97 1,3gEl04 D_1_0t03 0,0 0.0 _9 ,3,990_ O0 6.2SEt04 0,0 0,0 0
99 1,300_04 _, 16_03 0,0 0.0 D? 3,99S_0_ 6,25E104 0,0 0,0 0
99 _*30Et04 S* 16E_03 0,0 0,0 29 3°99Ct05 A, SSE_04 0,0 O*O 0........ . ,,..*- . , • ........ ° ...... * .... °

$
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• ' i _, _, i_ I

_'_99 0 0,0 0,0 O*O 0.0 952 i '_'_ 0,0 0,0 O,U 0
99 0 0.0 0.0 O*O 0.0 952 _ 0,0 0,0 0,0 0
HW 0 0.0 0,0 O*O 0.0 952 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0

O_ _AHDO FOR _AOELIHE

55-50 50-61 61-64 64-67 67-70 70-73 73-76 76-79 79-02 )02

LOW VOL HUHP

OAMPLE
PE 4.94C103 9.66_t02 5.5OE_0] O*O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0*0
EN! 2,96E+02 2.07E÷02 ]*R2E_Ot 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PROJECTED
PE 2.16E_05 4.25Et04 2,46_03 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0_0
EN! 1,30E_04 9,12E÷03 B*O2Et02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O*O 0,0 0,0

REDZUH OOL UUHP

SAflPLE
PE 0.0 0.0 0,0 O*O 0,0 0.0 0.0 O*O 0.0 0,0
EN! 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 O,O 0,0 0,0 O*O 0.0 0,0
PROJECTED
PE O°O 0*0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0*0 0.0 0,0
ENZ 0*0 0.0 0°0 0*0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0

II_OII UOL IIUMP

OhHPLE
PE O*9|E_03 2.97E_03 1*39E403 5,36E_02 4.26E_01 0*0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0
ENI 6,15E402 7*_5E_02 5*10Et02 2,71E_02 2.75E#01 0.0 0,0 0*0 0.0 0,0
PRDJECTED
PC 2,58E_05 O.60E_04 4,02Ef04 1.55[_04 1,24Et03 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0
EN_ ].78E_04 2*lOEf04 1,50Et04 7.05E#03 7.9REt0_ O.O O*O 0.0 0,0 0,0

LO_ VOL PLOT

SAHPLE
PE O*O 0,0 O,O 0,0 0.0 0.0 O*O 0,0 O.O 0.0
EN_ O*O 0.0 0.0 O*O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PROJECTED t
PE O,O 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0
EN! 0,0 0.0 O*O 0*0 0,0 0.0 O*O O*O 0.0 0.0

HEDIUO VDL PLOT

5AHPLE
PE O*O 0*0 0.0 0,0 O*O 0.0 0,0 0*0 0,0 0,0
ER| O*O 0.0 0.0 O*O 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 O*O 0.0
PROJECTED
PE 0.0 0,0 O*O 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0.0
EN| O.O 5*0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O*O 0,0 O,O 0,0 0.0

II]_H VOL PLOT

OAOPLE
PE O,O 0,0 O*O O*O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 5,0
EN! O*O 5*0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0
PROJECTED
PE O*O 0.0 O*O O*O 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0
EN! 0.0 O*O O*O O*O O*O 0,0 O,O 0*0 0,0 0.0

INDUOTR|AL

I



.I:LL
F 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 _"_ 0,0 D*O 0,0 O.U

0,0 0.0 0,0 0o0 O,O 0_0 0,0 O.O 0,0 O,D
F_OJECT£_

P£ O_O 0.0 0_0 0°0 OoO OtO 0,0 0_0 0_0 0_0
EN! 0,0 0,0 0,0 0o0 0.0 0,0 0_0 0_0 0,0 0_0

I
GM_LL IN[IUSTRIAL

SnMPLE
P_ 0,0 O*O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0
EH| 0,0 0_0 0,0 0o0 0,0 0,0 0_0 0_0 0,0 0,0
PROJECTEn
P[ 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.0
EN_ 0,0 0,0 0_0 0,0 0,0 0_0 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0

IIUMP YAR[15--ALL UOLUH_S

SAMPLE
PE 1_39E_04 3_93E_03 [_44E_03 5.36E÷02 4,26E_0_ 0.0 0.0 0_0 0.0 0,0
EHI 9*IlET02 9_33E_02 5,36E+02 2,71E402 2.75E101 OtO 0_0 0_0 0.0 0,0
PROJECTED

F'£ B,_9E+D_ 2e44E÷O_ 0.94E_04 3.32E_04 2.64E_03 O*D 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0
EN| _.6_E+04 _*TflEt04 3_3_E_O4 1.60E_04 1,71Et03 0_0 0_0 0,0 0.0 0,0

FLAT YArDS--ALL UDLUHE5

EA"PLE
PE O,D 0,0 D_O D*O D,O 0,0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0_0
ENI 0,0 0o0 D,O 0o0 0,0 0.0 0,0 O,D 0,0 0,0
PRDJEETED

Iut PE O,D 0.0 D.O 0o0 D*O 0.0 0,0 0_0 0,0 D,O
0 £NI DAD 0o0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O_O 0_0 0,0 0,0 O_O

/:i •
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APPENDIX A

Here are brief descriptions on several often used

WYLBUR commands. For more detail on these and other commands,

the reader is referred to "NCC WYSBUR Guide."

SET TERSE

WYLHUR prompts the user by printing "COMMAND?". The

standard procedure is to abbreviate the prompt to a "?" by

issuing the command:

COMMAND? SET TERSE(CR)

?

CLR TEXT

When you log on to WYLBUR, you are given a workspaee.

You can write on this workspace an_ edit what you have

i written. If you want to wipe this workspace out and start

with a clean one, issue this command to clear the text:

I,

? CLR TEXT(CR) •

USE

To bring an existing file namea 'filename' into an

empty workspace, type:

? USE 'filename'(CR)

J
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To bring an existing file into a non-empty workspace,

type :

? USE 'filename' CLR(CR)

Warning: CLR clears the existing workspace. If you don't
want to wipe out your existing workspaoe, save it
with a SAVE command first before issuing the
CLR.

File Naming Convention in NCC

A file in the NCC IBM system is stored as

CN.EPAIII.AAAA.'filename' where

EPAIII is your userid

AAAA is your account code

'filename' is the name of your file of length 1 to
8 characters long. Each character can be an
alphanumeric character or a national character ($,
@, #). The first character of the file has to be
either an alphabetic character or a national
character.

To access a file from another user's account on WYLBUR,

a '$' character has to be added to the full filename, e.g.,

$CN.EPABRM. S2KC.RM80N3, to let WYLBUR kn_w that this

file 'CN.EPABRM.S2KC.RM80N3' does not exist on your account.

If you have a WYLIB, you can refer to your files stored

inside the WYLIB by @'filaname'. The '@' character tells

WYLBUR that the filename which follows is in your WYLIB.

To access a file in another user2s WYLIB, type

USE $CN.EPAIII.AAAA.WYLIB('filename').
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_-_ SAVE

The SAVE command saves your workspace by storing it

into a file to be named by you. There a_e two ways of

storing your file, as a member of your WYLIB (if it exists)

? SAVE @'filename'(CR)

The '@' character indicates you want to save 'filename f

into your WYLIB.

Or you can save the file as a sequential data set:

? SAVE 'fi!ename' ON 'volume' 'format'(CR)

where 'filename' is the name of the file

'volume' is the disk pack you want to store the
file on (usually one of the USER packs).

'format' is the format the file is to be stored

under, i.e., CARD, EDIT, DEFAULT, etc.

If you already have a file named 'filename', WYLBUR

will ask you whether you want to replace that file. If you

do, type YES and WYLBUR will replace the old file with the

new file. If you type in anything other than YES, WYLBUR

i will take no action. Your workspace will not be saved.

Warnln@: WYLBUR does not keep backup copies of your files

(except for the daily backup tape runs). If you
deleted your file accidentally, you would not be
able to retrieve it.

If you do want to replace your file, you can save

WYLBUR the trouble of prompting you by the REPLACE option:

L
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? SAVE 'filename' 'format' REP(CR)

COLLECT

The COLLECT command allows you to write onto your

workspace.

7 _(CR)
; i. ?

You can start from a certain lime number by using

? C 'line number'(CR)

To exit from COLLECT mode, type (BREAK) to the "?"

prompt.

LIS_

LIST prints out the contents of your workspace on your

terminal.

L(CR)

TO LIST all instances where 'string' occurst use

? L 'strlng'(CR)

where 'string' is a character string enclosed in single

quotes, for example,

? L 'BOOK'(CR)

[
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will list all occurrences of the character string 'BOOK' in

your workspace.

DELETE

DELETE eliminates lines from your workspace. Typing

? DEL 'line'(CR)

will delete the line numbered 'line' from your workspace.

SCRATCH

SCRATCH deletes an unwanted file on the system.

? SCR 'filename'(CR)

will delete 'filename' from the system.

Warning; Once you scratch your file, it cannot be replaced
unless a previous version of 'filename' was saved

on the backup tapes. In that case, you can
restore 'filename _ to its latest status as of the

most current backup tape.

CHANGE

The CHANGE command allows the user to substitute a

string of characters (inside single quotes) by another

string of characters (inside single quotes) as follows:

? CEA 'strln_ i' TO 'string 2' IN 'linerang.e'(CR)
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,_ This operation changes all oecurresces of 'string I' in
the line range 'linerange' to 'string 2'.

Wernin@: WYLBUR will change _ that contains
'string I' to 'string 2_ So if you are not sure
whether 'string i' occurs in some other places you
don't know about, use "LIST 'strin@ i'" to find all
occurrences of 'string i' before you use "CHANGE".

EDIT

The EDIT command allows the user to edit a line that

needs to be corrected. When you issue the EDIT command

i ? EDIT 'line' CR)

Z
WYLBUR will print out 'line' and prompt for edits.

_, Type in any of the following characters to make the

line right. You can keep doing it until you are satisfied

with the contents of the line. Then on the final prompt

from WYLBHR, typing a (CR) will put the changes in the line.

If you type a (BREAK) before you type the final (CR) the

line will not be altered.

i Special edit characters:

I Character Function
l

A replace the character above with a blank.
Note: this character varies on different
terminals.

< delete the character above and close the

, gap.

> insert a blank in front of the character

above.

f
I
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"text" insert the text inside the double quotes
in front of the character above the first

double quote.

! Delete all characters following and
including the character above.

Simply typing non-blank characters under the line to be

edited will replace the characters above the non-blank

characters by the non-blank characters.

%

After you type in your corrections, hit (CR), WYLBUR

will print the edited line and ask for more edits. If

you want to continue the edit, continue the previous oper-

ation. If not, type (CR) without typing in any other

character will exit from EDIT mode.

LOGOFF

This command logs you off the system.

? LOGOFF (DR)

_LBHR will prompt

CLEAR OK?

If you type YES. CR) your workspace_will be wiped out

and you will be logged off the system. Typing a (CR) will

save the workspace and log you off the sysem. Any Other

reply will abort the command. A quick way to dispense with

the prompt is:

? LOGOFF CLR(CR)

This clears the workspace and logs you off the system.

Figure 3 illustrates some of the commands mentioned

above.
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INVALIDSYSTEM _.

INVALID SYSTEM

"-_YL
EADY TO WCC ON EC3

ILLEGAL TERMINAL TYRE

MODEL 37/38 TELETYPE

WYLDUR SYSTEM AT COMNET PORT 60 MONDAY i0/06/S0 4:43:53 P.M.
09/23/80: SCHEDULE OF WCC MIGRATION TO NCC-IBM - SEE NEWS ALERT
I0/06/80_ WCC TO BE UANAVAIL. FOR COLUMBUS DAY HOLIDAY - SEE NEWS ALERT2

USERI_ ? EPABAM
ACCOUNT ? Sa_
PASSWORD? BB_m
SPECIFY GLOBAL FORMAT FOR SAVE COMMANDS
REPLY - DEFAULT, EDIT, TSO, CARD, OR PRINT
FORMAT? CARD
'LOOON' NOT FOUND IN 'WYLIB° ON USERS8
COMMAND ? SET TERSE
? USE SF'UBLIC.NEWS(ALERT2)
? L UNN
_*_$_$_*$_ N E W S A L E R T 10/06/80 _W:_*_

The WOO will be unavailable from 2300 Saturdaw evening_

i_i Oct. 1980 until 7 A.M. Tuesdaw 14 Oct. 1980. This closin_
! -_ because o_ the Columbus Da_ Holida_ on Mondaw 13 Oct. 1980.

If there are an_ Problems Please contact User SUPPOP_ a_

(202} 488-5900 or 4800) 424-90_7.
? US_ $CN.EPABRM,S2KC.RMBON2 CLR
?,L

I° COMMON/D1/DB,DNMOV,DNFIX_ATTIND,ALENG,WIDTH_IWALL
2. COMMON/B2/ATTM(IO),ATTF(IO),SIIDN(7,10),SME_(7,10),SMMAX(7,10),
3. 2 SFDN(7,10),SFEO(7,10),SFMAX(7,IO),NMOV,NFIX
4. COMM.,.

?'CLR TEXT
?C

I. ? TEST FILE
2. ? THI IS A TEST TILETO ILLUUSTRATE THE EDIT)(*('_%$$tt&_COM
3. ? AAAAAAAAAAABBDBDBBBDBBCOCCCCCCCCCCCC
4. ? AAABDCCDDIIEEE
8. ? *_*

? SAVE TEST
FORMAT FOR SAVE? CARD

VOLUME? USERS0

SAVED ON USERS0_TEBT _

? EDI 2
2. THI IS A TEST TILETO ILLUUSTRATE THE EDIT)(_('&_Z$$f#g^COM

i EDITS ? '2**$
i EDITS ? 'S=

2. THIS IS A TEST TILETO ILLUUSTRATE THE EDIT)(*(_&_$$#_^OOH

i '_ _EDITS ? F
' 2. THIS IS A TEST FILETO ILLUUSTRATE THE EDIT)(*(_&_$$$f_COH '
' EDITS ? >

2° THIS IS A TEST FILE TO ILLUUSTRATE THE EDIT)(*(_$$_COM
EDITS ? <

2. THIS IS A TEST FILE TO ILLUSTRATE THE EIIIT)(_(_^Z$$ff_COM -58-
i EDITS ? ICOMMAND.!
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3. AAAAAAAAAAA_B;S_,_,_B_FBCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
4, AAABBCCIrDDEEE

? CHA 'AAA' TO '¢"
3. I:_*AABBBBBBBBBBBCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
4. _BBCCIIDIIEEE

. CHA 'AD" TO '_'
3. _%A&BBBBBBBBBBCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

? CHA 'BC' TO '_''

3. _%A_BBBBDBBBB%°CCCCCCCCCCCCC
4° _BX'CDDDEEE

?L
1, TEST FILE
2° THIS IS A TEST FILE TO ILLUSTRATE THE EDIT COMMANd.
3. _A_BBBDBBBBB_°CCCCCCCCCCCCC
4. *B_'CDDDEEE

? DEL 3
?L

1.. TEST FILE
2." THIS IS A TEST FILE TO ILLUSTRATE THE EDIT COMMAND.
4o _D_'CDDDEEE .'

? DEL 4
?L

1. TEST FILE
2. THIS IS A TEST FILE TO ILLUSTRATE THE EDIT COMMAND.

? SAVE
OPERAND MISSING.
? SAVE TEST
FORMAT FOR SAVE? CARD
'TEST' ALREADY EXISTS ON USERSO
REPLACE? YES

/_TEST ° REPLACED ON USERBO
"-_tSCR TEST
'TEST' SCRATCHED ON USERSO
? LOGOFF
CLEAR OK? YES
END OF SESSION MONDAY 10/06/80 4152:31 P.M.

EF'ALAM/S2KC OFF WYLBUR i0/06/B0 AT 16:52:30, 0.86 WUU
0.14 CONNECT HRS., 0:00.1S TCB, 0 PAGE-SECONDS
EXCF'S: 27 DAp 0 MTr 72 TERM, 0 OTHER, 99 TOTAL
CHAROESI $0o00 CONNECTp $0.48 WUU_ $0.48 TOTAL

!

I
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INTENTIONALLy LEFT BLANK
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APPENDIX B

DIAGNOSTIC AND ERROR RECOVERY

As far as is known, the program RMSON5 is free of bugs.

If errors occur in the run, the cause is most likely in the

input. In the following, we discuss some possible sources

of error and how to deal with them.

The first type of error is system error. System errors

usually occur when the job card is improperly set. When

this type of error occurs, there is usually something like

"JOB ASENDED, CC = xxxx" printed out in the accounting

information boxes in the first few pages. "xxx" is the

abend code. Some of the more usual codes are:

S306: the memory allocated is insufficient. RYNEM can be
run on the default amount of core, which is 250K.
But if an S106 occurs, try increasing the core request-
ed to 300K or more in the JOB card by specifying
REGION = 300K.

i

S122: the estimated number of lines is exceeded. This can

occur when you run RYNEM with the full database but

I did not change the estimated number of lines to
i 40,000. The remedy is to change the estimate as

described in section 3.2.

S322: the job ran out of computer time. Usually, 1 minute
of CPU time is sufficient to run RYNSM, even with the

full database. You have probably neglected to put in

I TIME = 1 in the JOB card. The default time limit is30 seconds. If you have set TIME = 1 and still
get an S322, try setting a higher t-ime limit.

J
Sometimes you may get a response of "JCL error" if you

I mistyped the JCL cards. When that occurs, check your JCL
cards with the instructions given in section 3.2.
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The second kind of error that can occur is run-time

errors. Enumerating them is beyond the scope of the manual.

Suffice it to say that they are caused by improperly typed-in

data cards.

Some commonly encountered errors are:

divide check: a number is being divided by zero or a

very small number.

overflow: a number larger than can be accommodated

by the computer is obtained by the

previous operation. This can occur when
the noise level input is too large.

illegal character: the computer cannot recognize the
character. This can occur when a _," is

typed instead of a "."

,_-_ It is impossible to list all the possible sources of

errors that can occur. The only advice that can be given is

to check, double-check, and triple-check the input data

before you run the program. Make sure everything conforms

to the format as given in section 4.1. Make sure that the

fields for each variable are correct. The integer variables

have to be right-justified. Each card contains just the

right number of items, not more and not less. There are not

to be any blank cards between the data.

I If all the directions given in section 4.2 are followed

i to the letter, the run should be successful.

!
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